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MEG-A-Rat Attack
MEG were successful in applying for funding from Lotteries New
Zealand to increase the size of our Rat Attack project area in Port
Charles from 250 hectares to 450 hectares.
This means over the next two years we will be busy cutting new
tracks and increasing the trap numbers in this project from 2000
traps to 3250 traps!
Our Rat Attack project, which started in 2004, was originally set
up to complement existing predator control in the area and in
recognition of important resident native species. It has been an
absolute success story, with Small Mammal Indexing (SMI) being
routinely below 5% and the latest SMI results at 1.7%!! (results of
5% or lower in a pest control area are deemed successful).
On the ground the results are more than obvious, with kohekohe
seedlings abundant and native bird call is increasingly noisy.
The field team have been out recently setting up tracking tunnels
on the monitoring lines in the new part of the project - next step,
track cutting!
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Photos: Top L, MEG Chairperson Lettecia and volunteer
Allan at Motutapu Island
Top R, MEG volunteer, Allan, holding the 100th kiwi chick

ONE Celebrates 100th Chick on Motutapu Island
A day of celebration was held recently on Motutapu Island to recognise the release of the 100th kiwi
chick from Opertion Nest Egg, of which Moehau Environment Group has been part of.
Below is a summary of the day from our volunteer Allan...
"Great Day at Motutapu Island yesterday . Privileged to join our MEG chairperson Lettecia to see the
release of a kiwi chick raised from a Coromandel egg hatched at Auckland Zoo. 3 birds released in
total. Nice little group attended from various conservation groups and school parties who regularly get
involved in weed control and replanting trees on the island. A little top off to the day was going up to
the release area with a small group and seeing the burrows (nest boxes). As we arrived at the box there
was a saddleback during a pre inspection of the box, as the rear end of the box was removed for easy
access for the kiwi. Seeing 2 national treasures up close was a bonus. Coromandel kiwi didn't hang
around to wave good buy he/she quickly scuttled off into its new home. Many thanks to all involved, I
realise now just how any contribution people make to habitat or predator control is so valuable."

How to Go About Leghold Trapping...
Possum trapping increases during winter so it's timely to remind
people that possum traps can endanger kiwi if they are not used
correctly. Our area is real kiwi country and we need to keep our
precious taonga safe!
Injuries to kiwi happen when leghold traps are set on the ground.
Most leg injuries will mean that the kiwi will have to be euthanised.
You can help protect kiwi in our region by raising the trap off the
ground by 35-70 cm. This will prevent kiwi from walking over a trap
and being caught and will not impact on the efficiency of the trap.
There are a number of ways to raise the trap, you can either use two
nails to attach the trap to a tree or use wooden boards to sit the
trap on top of.
Visit the Kiwis for kiwi website for a downloadable information sheet
on how to avoid kiwi when trapping...
www.kiwisforkiwi.org/resources/predator-control-monitoring/
If you or someone you know leghold traps for possums please make
sure to share this information with them.
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MEG Summer Holiday Programme 2020
The best education
doesn't happen at
a desk, but rather
engaged in
everyday living
- Vince Goman

Our Summer Holiday Programme that runs through January was
a HUGE success. We had over 1000 adults and children
participate in one or more activities, that's 1000 people engaged
and interested in our environment!
We ran a number of new activities this year including; turning
weeds into paper, leaf litter survey with screen printing, building
a rat trap for conservation, build a tracking tunnel for your
backyard, conservation dogs and making native clay critters.
The most popular activities were the Starlight Cinema’s in the
Woolshed at Waikawau, Meet a Gecko at DCR, Nocturnal Walks
at Waikawau DOC Campground and Kiwi by Night at Port Charles.
We also teamed up with Kiwi Aversion Trainer Liz to run an
aversion session at Papa Aroha and had 35 dogs come through!
A huge thanks to our friends and volunteers who were involved
with making this year so successful, by either running a session
or offering support in other ways.
Any money raised from the Summer Holiday Programme goes
towards conservation in the Northern Coromandel.

Photos: Top L, MEG Chairperson Lettecia helping turn weeds into paper Top R,
Conservation dog handler Greg and his partner Maia showing how dogs are trained for
conservation work. Bottom L, Elsa came to a number of activities and in this photo this is
wearing her screened tee from the Leaf Only Footprints activity, she's also 'wearing' a real
life Northland green gecko. Middle, This group made tracking tunnels to take home and use
in their yards.. R, Visiting sisters Hannah and Charlotte meet native forest gecko Puff.
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